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Title： 

Identity-Preserving Face Hallucination for Enhanced Face Recognition: A Deep 

Learning Approach 

Abstract： 
Although deep neural networks such as generative adversarial networks (GANs) can generate photo-realistic high 

resolution (HR) faces from low-resolution faces, they do not guarantee the visual resemblance between hallucinated HR 

faces and their original identity, making the HR faces poorly recognizable. In this talk, we will show how to adequately 

incorporate identity information in the training of face hallucination GANs for enhanced face recognition. Particularly, we 

propose a Siamese GAN (SiGAN) to achieve identity-preserving face hallucination in a pairwise learning manner, so as to 

hallucinate HR faces that visually resemble their corresponding identities. We incorporate reconstruction error and identity 

label information in the loss function of SiGAN. By iteratively optimizing the loss functions of the generator and 

discriminator of SiGAN, we cannot only maximize the visual fidelity between the hallucinated HR faces and their ground-

truths, but also ensure the reconstructed information is useful for identity recognition. Experimental results on large-scale 

public face datasets demonstrate that SiGAN significantly outperforms existing deep learning-based face hallucination 

schemes in both the visual fidelity and face recognition rate of reconstructed HR faces. Besides, the proposed method can 

also do a good job even if the identities of input face images are not included in the training face dataset. 

 

Biography： 

Prof. Chia-Wen Lin received his PhD degree in Electrical Engineering from National Tsing Hua University (NTHU), Hsinchu, 

Taiwan in 2000. He is currently a Professor with the Department of Electrical Engineering, National Tsing Hua University, 

Taiwan. He is also Director of the Multimedia Technology Research Center, College of Electrical Engineering and Computer 

Science, NTHU.  His research interests include image/video processing, analytics, and networking. 

Dr. Lin has served as an Associate Editor of IEEE Transactions on Image Processing, IEEE Transactions on Multimedia, IEEE 

Transactions on Circuits and Systems for Video Technology, IEEE Multimedia, and Journal of Visual Communication and 

Image Representation. He also served as a Steering Committee member of the IEEE Transactions on Multimedia during 

2013-2015. He was Chair of the Multimedia Systems and Applications Technical Committee of the IEEE Circuits and Systems 

Society during 2013-2015. He served as Technical Program Co-Chair of the IEEE International Conference on Multimedia & 

Expo (ICME) in 2010 and will be the General Chair of IEEE International Conference on Visual Communications and Image 

Processing (VCIP) 2018 in Taichung, Taiwan, and TPC Chair of IEEE International Conference on Image Processing (ICIP) 

2019 in Taipei, Taiwan. He served as a Distinguished Lecturer of the Asia-Pacific Signal and Information Processing 

Association (APSIPA) during 2014-2015. He was a recipient of Young Investigator Awards presented by the Ministry of 

Science & Technology, Taiwan in 2006. His papers won the Best Paper Award of IEEE VCIP 2015, and the Young Investigator 

Award of VCIP 2005.  

  



 

 

 

Prof. Dongrui Fan 

Professor, Director of High Throughput Computer Research Center, Institute of 

Computing Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences (ICT, CAS) 

Title： 

SmarCo – Design High-Throughput Processors for Future Datacenters 

Abstract： 
 Fast-growing high-throughput applications, such as web services, are characterized by high-concurrency processing, hard 

real-time response, and high-bandwidth memory access. The newly-born applications bring severe challenges to 

processors in datacenters, both in concurrent processing performance and energy efficiency. To offer a satisfactory quality 

of services, it is of critical importance to meet these newly emerging demands of high-throughput applications in the future 

datacenters in a more efficient way.  

In this talk, I will present the study of high-throughput applications and share the design experiences of our high-

throughput processors – SmarCo, which achieves higher energy-efficiency than general-purpose high-performance 

processors. We defined evaluation criterion and implemented Micro-Benchmarks to evaluate the high-throughput 

processors. Based on the analysis high-throughput applications and evaluation criterion, we proposed a novel architecture 

of high-throughput processors, including two-level ring topology, large-scale many-core architecture, high-throughput 

datapath, and hardware-based scheduler, and so on. Compared to genera-purpose high-performance processors, our 

SmarCo improves the power efficiency by an order of magnitude. During the design of SmarCo, we have learned lessons 

and also achieved precious experiences, which I will discuss in this talk. Last, I will share my viewpoints of designing high-

efficiency processors for ever-growing datacenters. 

 

Biography： 

Dongrui Fan is a Professor of Institute of Computing Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences (ICT, CAS). He is the founder 

and director of High Throughput Computer Research Center (http://ams.ict.ac.cn/) in ICT, CAS. His research domain includes 

high-performance computer architecture and high-throughput computer architecture with a special focus on high-

throughput processors design. Fan and his team have applied their research results to real world applications, including 

SmarCo processor, which archives an order of magnitude higher performance and power ratio than general HPC processors 

under high throughput applications. In earlier research results, Fan led and designed Godson-T, which is the first large-

scale many-core processor (64 cores) in China and selected as the World’s TOP 10 Processor Events by the famous 

international magazine《MICROPROCESSOR》. Fan has published more than 100 high-level papers and applied more than 

50 patents. Fan is a senior member of CCF, and serves as an editor of SUSCOM Journal, General Chair of ICPP, as well as 

MICRO, HPCA, HiPEAC, ASP-DAC, PDCAT, IGSC, and so on.  
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Dr. Chungting Yao 

General Manager , Analog Business Unit (ABU) of Integrated Silicon System Inc 

(ISSI) 

Title: 

LED Driver Design: Practical Design Considerations 

Abstract: 

Incandescent light bulbs are quickly being replaced by light-emitting diodes (LEDs) in our daily life. This is because LED 

technology provides greatly improved energy efficiency, better reliability, lowered cost and smaller form factor compared 

with incandescent light bulbs. LEDs are typically packaged as surface-mount device (SMD) which allows for high volume, 

low cost printed circuit board (PCB) manufacturing. Along with ever advanced semiconductor technology, LED production 

cost is quickly dropped, further helping lighting market penetration. Because of its energy efficiency, LED lighting generates 

less heat which further reduces environment cooling requirement and operation cost.  

In this presentation, I will focus on some design aspects of LED driver. Being a power device, LED driver can introduce many 

electrical side effects on other semiconductor devices along with it, if not properly considered, producing some adverse 

consequence on their nominal operation. A new patented design method is introduced to mitigate these side effects. 

Experimental data will be presented to show its effectiveness. Some of the real LED application examples will be illustrated 

to demonstrate its application. 

 

Biography: 

Dr. Yao received his BS degree in Electrical Engineering from National Taiwan University, and PhD degree from University 

of Maryland, College Park. After receiving his PhD degree, Dr. Yao had worked on various scientific projects at National 

Institute of Technology, Naval Research Lab and Hypress Technology, such as radiation effect on semiconductor device, 

tactile MEMS sensor, neuro network, device modeling and low temperature superconductor, high speed circuit design that 

is used by NASA in space mission. Later, Dr. Yao became a logic/system design engineer, designing computer chip set, 2D 

PC graphics controller in a Silicon Valley startup company, which successfully went to public on NASDAQ. With corporate’s 

backing, Dr. Yao formed his own startup company with a group of founders in Silicon Valley, working on 3D graphics and 

DVD controller design, which was acquired by a public company in US. After acquisition, Dr. Yao engaged with a corporate 

sponsored investment group, in charge of investing new company, M&A, strategic planning of new product lines. Dr. Yao 

currently is the General Manager of Analog Business Unit (ABU) of Integrated Silicon System Inc (ISSI). ABU is working on 

a range of analog devices for consumer, IoT and automobile market. For more information, please refer to ISSI’s website, 

www.issi.com . 
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